
The 2-in-1 Acer Chromebook Enterprise Spin 
513 is the first Qualcomm-powered Chromebook 
with optional 4G LTE connectivity, perfect 
for school or business alike. www.acer.com/
ac/en/US/content/professional-series/
acerchromebookenterprisespin513

Simplified orchestration of 
Chrome devices across the 
enterprise from the cloud-based 
Google Admin console or a third-
party management solution

ALWAYS-CONNECTED 4G LTE

CONSTANT CONNECTION

Always-On  
Connectivity

The Chromebook Enterprise Spin 513 
features the Qualcomm Snapdragon 7c 
platform, which provides an always-
connected 4G LTE option.

ENTERPRISE CLASS FEATURES
 The Chromebook Enterprise Spin 513 is built with 

the following advanced features:

CHROME ENTERPRISE OS POWERED
The Chrome Enterprise OS helps improve 
security, simplify orchestration, provide flexible 
access, and provides easy access to support.

ZERO TOUCH 
ENROLLMENT
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Advanced security controls, including easily 
disabling lost or stolen devices

Flexible access to 
corporate data

24/7 Chrome 
Enterprise OS 

troubleshooting 
assistance

ANY WORKER ANYWHERE

THE MODERN WORKFORCETop three reasons the Acer Chromebook Enterprise 
Spin 513 is the best fit for the modern workforce:

Battery life of up  
to 14 hours  

13.3” Corning® 
Gorilla® Glass 
touchscreen display 
with IPS technology, 
full HD, and a 16:9 
aspect ratio

Touchpad and 
optional backlit 
keyboard

USB Type-C port 
and USB 3.2 Type-A 
port for versatility 
in charging or using 
external devices 

Two built-in microphones for 
improved audio reception

Options for either 64 or 128 
GB of eMMC storage

The Chrome OS paired with the features built into  
the Chromebook Enterprise Spin 513 provide Zero-
Touch Enrollment (ZTE). IT can deliver a device to  
any worker anywhere that will automatically enroll  
as soon as the worker connects to the internet.

1.  Purchase the  
Chrome OS device

2.  Generate a pre-
provisioning token

3.  Partner registers 
device with Google

4.  Device is shipped 
to the user

5.  User powers  
on the device

6.  Google confirms 
device identity

7.  The user can 
now log in

TRULY READY OUT  
OF THE BOX
Once a user receives their 
device, all they need to do is 
connect to the internet, log 
in, and they’re ready to go.
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LTE Enabled Zero touch 

enrollment
Ultra-long 
battery life
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